
“Reflections and transparencies.. 

…with soft lighting, the transparency of glass and the reflections in the metal.” 

“Enchanted staying in front of something that shines or reflects and feeling a strong 
impulse to stop in that moment. it every time happens to me” 

Though she comes from an art family, Germana Galdi is a self taught artist. 
Attracted by the wish to express something more elaborated, she landed to watercolor after 
experiencing other techniques as cloth painting, poster paint, china, dress drawing, and nude 
studies. 

Her capabilities are emphasized through the unusual watercolor technique, one of the most 
difficult, and by using the natural alchemic symbol of water. Therefore Her favourite works 
have little details that make them more and more difficult to create. She loves the refinement to 
communicate the soul of objects, themselves spreading out the memory of past. 

It is certainly a magic of effects. “Reflection and transparencies”, born in 1996, is something 
that identifies her deeply, and put her inevitably at the centre of an interior work with an 
holistic approach, recently added by her Art Counselling path. Her spontaneousness is a 
relevant part of her personality, and so are her works. They flower in the very moment when an 
object, observed during a trip, enchants her for its beauty and intrinsec soul, evoking the smell 
of places and stories so far. As if she were looking forwards to catch the instant emotion and 
were aimed at showing to the observer . 

It is a magical tune game between light and object: while a glass is touched and penetrated, 
according to intensity, metal is exaltated, by adding charm and beauty. It all testifies moments 
of life, flowing and escaping passages of poetry, sensations and reflections. They definitely 
reveal on one side the empathy caught between object and people, and on the other all the 
bright impulsivity of the artist. 

The more transparent we are first and foremost to ourselves, along an interior journey that leads to purity of 
soul (also in power and in the non-invasive way to heal), the more all this is inevitably transmitted outside 
by reflecting and influencing our surroundings. This dimension belongs to me and is a central part of my 
identity. 

Art becomes necessary if you live as a journey of change and growth valid primarily for the 
artist, but also for the spectator, when going beyond this simple role of he tries to grasp and 
understand what the 'work itself raises inside him. 

  

  


